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Abstract: Learning sciences is an interdisciplinary field of study that aims to explore the nature and processes of human learning. Vygotsky and Piaget are important theorists in the field of learning sciences and their theories have had a profound impact on the field of learning sciences. This paper will introduce the definition, origin, and goals of learning sciences and delve into the impact of Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories on the field of learning sciences. In addition, this paper will present constructivism and its application to math and science education, as well as the contributions of Piaget's experimental research to the field of learning sciences. Finally, the paper will summarize the contributions and limitations of Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories to the field of learning sciences and point out directions for future research.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Definition and origin of learning science

Learning science is an interdisciplinary field of study aimed at understanding and optimizing human learning. Learning science originated from the cross-fertilization of several disciplines, such as psychology, education, neuroscience, etc., to explore the nature and process of learning through multidisciplinary research methods and theories. It is an interdisciplinary field that aims to study and understand the nature and process of learning. Research in the field of learning sciences aims to provide scientific basis and guidance for educational practice in order to improve the quality and effectiveness of education and teaching. The origin of learning sciences can be traced back to the late 20th century, when people's understanding of learning gradually deepened, realizing that learning is not just a simple cognitive process, but a complex system involving multiple dimensions. With the continuous development of psychological and educational research, learning science has gradually become an independent subject area, aiming to explore the mystery of learning through a multidisciplinary approach and perspective [1-3].

1.2 Interdisciplinary nature and goals of learning sciences

The goal of learning science is to provide scientific basis and guidance to improve educational practice and enhance educational quality. It is committed to solving practical problems, transforming research results into practical applications, and providing support for educational reform and teaching practice. The interdisciplinary nature and goals of learning sciences make it a dynamic and promising field, which is expected to promote the innovative development of educational theory and practice, and to make important contributions to improving the quality of education and promoting the comprehensive development of human beings.

Learning science has a wide scope of research covering all aspects of learning, including the processes, mechanisms, and influencing factors of learning, as well as the design of learning environments and technologies. It focuses on different types of learning, such as knowledge learning, skill learning, and affective learning, and explores the strengths and weaknesses of different learning styles and their scope of application. Learning science also focuses on individual differences and variations in learning, and examines aspects such as the improvement of learning ability and the overcoming of learning barriers.

In the inquiry process of learning science, researchers use a variety of methods and techniques,
including experimental methods, observation methods, survey methods and so on. These methods and techniques can complement each other and provide a more comprehensive research perspective. For example, the experimental method can control variables and explore the impact of different factors on learning; the observation method can record the learning process and behavioral performance, and analyze the learning patterns and characteristics; and the survey method can understand the learning needs and attitudes of students, and assess the learning effect and teaching quality.

2. Influence of Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories on the field of learning science

2.1 The importance of Piaget's theories in the field of educational research and learning science

Piaget's theories are important in the field of educational research and learning sciences. As a pioneer of cognitive development theory, Piaget put forward the stage theory of children's cognitive development, which holds that children's cognitive development goes through four stages: perceptual-motor stage, preoperational stage, concrete-operational stage and formal-operational stage. This theory not only provides an important theoretical framework for the study of children's psychological development, but also has a far-reaching impact on educational practice.

First, Piaget's theory provides educators with a foundation for understanding and guiding children's learning and development. According to Piaget's theory, educators can better understand children's cognitive characteristics and needs at different developmental stages, so that they can adjust their educational methods and strategies to suit children's developmental needs. This helps to promote children's cognitive development and learning ability.

Second, Piaget's theories have had a significant impact on the development of the field of learning sciences. As an interdisciplinary field of study, learning science aims to investigate the nature and process of learning. Piaget's theory provides important theoretical support and practical guidance for learning science research. In the field of learning science, many researchers and practitioners have drawn on Piaget's theoretical framework and methodology to explore the internal mechanisms and influencing factors of learning, which has promoted the development and innovation of the field of learning science.

2.2 Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory and its application in the field of learning sciences

Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory has far-reaching influence and application in the field of learning science. The theory emphasizes the important role of the socio-cultural environment in the cognitive development of an individual, and believes that the cognitive development of an individual is realized through interaction and communication with others in a socio-cultural context. Vygotsky's theory breaks through the limitations of traditional cognitive development theories and places the cognitive process in a broader socio-cultural vein for examination.

In the field of learning sciences, Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory provides new perspectives for understanding and guiding learning. First, the theory emphasizes the social nature of learning, arguing that learning is not merely a cognitive process within an individual, but occurs through communication and cooperation with others in social interactions. This perspective has important implications for the design and implementation of teaching methods such as cooperative and collaborative learning in the learning sciences[4-5].

Second, Vygotsky's theory emphasizes the role of cultural tools in learning. He argued that individuals mediate their cognitive processes through the acquisition and use of cultural tools, such as language and symbols, in order to understand and operate in the world. This viewpoint provides important guidance for language teaching and the design and use of symbol systems in the field of learning sciences.

2.3 Contributions and limitations of the two theories to the field of learning sciences

The contributions of Piaget's theories to the field of learning sciences are mainly reflected in the following aspects: firstly, his theory of children's cognitive developmental stages provides an important framework for understanding children's learning process, which helps educators to design appropriate teaching methods and strategies according to children's developmental stages. Second, Piaget emphasized children's initiative and autonomy in cognitive development, a viewpoint that sheds important light on the concept of teaching in the field of learning sciences that emphasizes learner-centeredness. Finally, Piaget's experimental research method provides scientific research methods and
tools for the field of learning sciences.

However, Piaget's theory also has some limitations. First, his theory focuses mainly on children's cognitive development and has limited applicability to areas such as adult learning and informal learning. Second, Piaget overemphasized the stages and universals of cognitive development and ignored the influence of cultural and social environments on cognitive development. Finally, his theories appear weak in explaining advanced thought processes and complex learning phenomena.

The contribution of Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory to the field of learning sciences, on the other hand, is mainly reflected in the following aspects: firstly, he emphasized the important role of the socio-cultural environment in the cognitive development of individuals, which provided a broader research perspective for the field of learning sciences. Second, Vygotsky's theory emphasizes the social and cultural nature of learning, which helps educators design more social and cultural teaching activities. Finally, his theory is of great value in explaining advanced thinking processes and complex learning phenomena.

However, Vygotsky's theory also has some limitations. First, his theory overemphasizes the influence of the socio-cultural environment on cognitive development and ignores the role of biological factors and individual differences in cognitive development. Secondly, Vygotsky's theory is not specific and clear enough in explaining specific learning processes and mechanisms. Finally, his theory needs to be combined with other theories in the process of application in order to better guide teaching practice.

3. Constructivism and Its Application in Mathematics and Science Education

3.1 The rise of constructivism and its challenge to traditional teaching concepts

Constructivism is a learning theory that emphasizes that individuals actively construct knowledge through their own experiences and activities. Its rise can be traced back to the late 20th century, and with the development of cognitive psychology and educational psychology, people began to challenge the traditional concept of teaching.

The traditional concept of teaching is usually teacher-centered, focusing on the transmission and indoctrination of knowledge, while students are passive receivers. Constructivism, on the other hand, advocates student-centeredness, emphasizes students' initiative and constructiveness, and believes that students should actively construct knowledge through their own thinking and practice.

The challenge of constructivism to the traditional concept of teaching is mainly reflected in the following aspects:

First, constructivism believes that knowledge does not exist objectively, but is constructed by individuals through their own cognitive activities. Therefore, the acquisition of knowledge is not a simple transmission and acceptance, but requires students' active participation and construction.

Secondly, constructivism emphasizes the contextual and practical nature of learning. It believes that learning should take place in authentic situations and that students should learn and apply knowledge through practical activities. This challenges the traditional conception of teaching that views learning as abstract and divorced from real-world situations.

Finally, constructivism emphasizes the social and interactive nature of learning. It believes that learning occurs in social interaction and that students should learn and construct knowledge through communication and cooperation with others. This challenges the traditional conception of teaching and learning that views learning as something that takes place independently by individuals.

3.2 Different schools of thought on constructivism and its application in teaching and learning

Radical constructivism: Radical constructivism believes that individuals create their own reality through a process of construction and that learning is a proactive cognitive process. In its pedagogical application, it emphasizes students' initiative and creativity, encouraging them to explore and discover new knowledge on their own, while teachers act as guides and facilitators.

Social constructivism: Social constructivism focuses on the influence of social and cultural contexts on individual cognitive development, and believes that knowledge is constructed in social interaction. In its pedagogical application, it emphasizes cooperative learning, interactive learning and discussion to promote individual cognitive development through collective wisdom and communication.
Cognitive Constructivism: Cognitive Constructivism focuses on the process of information processing within the individual and believes that learning is a process in which individuals actively organize and construct knowledge. In the application of teaching, it emphasizes students' independent learning and the cultivation of metacognitive strategies to help students master learning methods and strategies and improve their independent learning ability.

Contextual constructivism: Contextual constructivism emphasizes the contextual and practical nature of learning, and believes that knowledge is applied in specific contexts. In teaching application, it focuses on designing real learning situations and practical projects to help students combine what they have learned with actual situations and improve their problem-solving ability[6-8].

3.3 The theoretical basis of constructivism and its application in instructional design

Cognitive development theory is one of the theoretical foundations of constructivism. Piaget's theory of cognitive development stages holds that individuals develop cognitive abilities through interaction with the environment and accumulation of experience. In instructional design, the application of cognitive development theory is reflected in paying attention to the cognitive characteristics and needs of students, designing instructional activities and materials that are consistent with students' cognitive development stages, and promoting students' cognitive development.

Secondly, information processing theory is also an important theoretical foundation of constructivism. The theory pays attention to the information processing process within the individual, and believes that learning is a process in which the individual actively selects, processes and organizes information. In instructional design, the application of information processing theory is reflected in focusing on the cultivation of students' learning process and methods, helping students master effective learning strategies and metacognitive strategies, and improving students' learning effectiveness and independent learning ability.

Finally, social interaction theory emphasizes the influence of the social and cultural environment on individual cognitive development. Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory holds that individuals learn and construct knowledge through communication and cooperation with others. In instructional design, the application of social interaction theory is reflected in focusing on teaching methods such as cooperative learning, interactive learning and discussion to create a positive learning atmosphere and promote students' social development and knowledge construction.

4. Piaget's experimental research and the influence of the field of learning science

4.1 Piaget's experimental research method and its characteristics

Research method:

Experimental Setup: the Three Hills Experiment used a model that included three wigwams of different heights, sizes, and colors. Children were asked to observe the three mountains from four angles of the model while placing a toy doll on the other side of the mountain.

Task: The child is asked to indicate which of the four pictures is the view of the "mountain" that the doll sees. The four pictures were taken from four different angles of the dune.

Observation and recording: During the experiment, the researcher carefully observed and recorded the children's responses and choices as a basis for analyzing the children's cognitive developmental stages.

Characteristics:

Combination of natural observation and situational simulation: the experiment was conducted in a simulated natural situation, yet the variables were strictly controlled to ensure the accuracy and repeatability of the observations.

Emphasizing children's subjectivity: experiments are designed from children's perspective, respecting children's cognitive styles and thinking processes, rather than simply treating them as passive recipients.

Revealing the stages of cognitive development: Through the Sansan experiment, Piaget aimed to reveal the stages of children's cognitive development, especially the egocentricity of children in the preoperational stage.
Highly manipulative: The experimental materials are simple and easy to manipulate, allowing children to actively participate in and complete the tasks, thus demonstrating their cognitive characteristics in a more intuitive way.

Combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis: Although the experiment involves children's choice behavior, Piaget paid more attention to the qualitative analysis of children's thinking process, in order to reveal their cognitive structure and developmental rules.

4.2 Contributions of experimental research to the field of learning science, such as the "Three Hills Task"

Piaget's experimental studies such as the "Three Hills Task" have made significant contributions to the field of learning science. These experiments not only reveal the characteristics and laws of children's cognitive development, but also provide an important theoretical framework and research methods for the field of learning science.

First, Piaget's experimental studies revealed the stages of children's cognitive development. He found that children show different cognitive characteristics at different ages, and these characteristics are gradually developed and perfected as they grow older. This finding is an important guide to understanding the process of children's cognitive development and the enhancement of their learning ability. It reminds educators to design appropriate teaching methods and strategies according to the cognitive characteristics of children of different ages in order to promote students' learning and development.

Secondly, Piaget's experimental research emphasizes the subjectivity of children in cognitive development. He advocated respecting children's ways of thinking and cognitive processes and encouraging children to actively participate in learning and exploration. This viewpoint is an important revelation for the teaching philosophy in the field of learning sciences that emphasizes learner-centeredness. It reminds educators to pay attention to students' initiative and creativity, and to focus on cultivating students' independent learning and problem-solving abilities in order to better promote students' learning and development.

In addition, Piaget's experimental research provides an important research methodology for the field of learning sciences. His experimental design focuses on observations and comparisons in natural contexts, an approach that is of great value in revealing the internal mechanisms and laws of the learning process. It reminds researchers to pay attention to the processes of problem solving and knowledge construction in actual learning situations, and to use appropriate experimental design and analytical methods to conduct research for a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the learning process.

4.3 Necessity and Challenges of Experimental Research in a Normal Context

Necessity:

Ecological validity: experimental studies conducted in normal contexts provide a more realistic picture of learners' learning. In a natural setting, the problems, challenges and situations faced by learners are real, not artificially set. This makes the findings more ecologically valid and better able to be applied to real teaching situations.

Comprehensiveness: learners in normal contexts have the opportunity to demonstrate their full range of learning strategies, skills and understanding, not just their performance in a particular task or context. This helps the researcher to gain a fuller picture of the learner's abilities.

Practical application: research in normal contexts helps to identify problems and challenges in actual teaching and learning, thus providing empirical support to address them. The results of such research are more likely to be directly applicable to teaching practice, thereby improving the quality of teaching.

Challenges:

Controlling variables: conducting an experiment in a normal context makes it more difficult to control all the variables due to the openness and diversity of the environment. The researcher needs to design the experiment more finely, taking into account all possible confounding factors.

Ethical issues: Conducting experiments in normal contexts may involve ethical issues such as invasion of learner privacy, negative impact on learners, etc. The researcher needs to ensure that the research meets ethical standards and minimizes disruption and harm to learners.
Time and resources: experiments in normal contexts may require more time and resources to implement. For example, longer observations, more participants or more sophisticated equipment may be required. Researchers need to plan their resources wisely to ensure that the study runs smoothly.

External validity: experiments in normal contexts may face the problem of external validity, i.e., the results of the study may only be applicable to a specific context or group of people. To improve external validity, the researcher needs to ensure that the context and participants of the study are representative and explain the applicability of the results.

5. Conclusion

The theories of Piaget and Vygotsky have had a profound impact on the field of learning sciences. Piaget emphasized the subjectivity of the child in cognitive development, while Vygotsky emphasized the role of the sociocultural environment. These theories provide an important theoretical foundation for the field of learning sciences and remind educators to pay attention to children's initiative and creativity, and to focus on the development of self-directed learning and problem-solving skills. Experimental research conducted in normal contexts helps to reveal the inner mechanisms and laws of the learning process and to improve the ecological validity of the research, while identifying problems and challenges in actual teaching and learning. These theories and methods provide important insights and guidance for the development and practice in the field of learning sciences.
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